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”50+ Puzzles by Ambitious Baba” 
Easy-Moderate-Difficult 

Puzzle-1 
 
Study the following information and answer the questions given below: 
Eight people – E, F, G, H, J, K, L and M are sitting around a circular table facing the centre. Each of them is of a 
different profession i.e. Chartered Accountant, Columnist, Doctor, Engineer, Financial Analyst, Lawyer, 
Professor and Scientist but not necessarily in the same order. F is sitting second to the left of K. The Scientist 
is an immediate neighbour of K. There are only three people between the Scientist and E. Only one person sits 
between the Engineer and E. The Columnist is to the immediate right of the Engineer. M is second to the right 
of K. H is the Scientist. G and J are immediate neighbours of each other. Neither G nor J is an Engineer. The 
Financial Analyst is to the immediate left of F. The Lawyer is second to the right of the Columnist. The 
Professor is an immediate neighbour of the Engineer. G is second to the right of the Chartered Accountant. 
 

Puzzle-2 
 
Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below: 
P, Q, R, S, T, V and W are seven students of a college. Each of them has a favourite subject i.e Physics, 
Chemistry, English, Biology, History, Geography and Philosophy not necessarily in the same order. Each of 
them also has favourite sports games i.e. Football, Cricket, Hockey, Volleyball, Badminton, Table Tennis and 
Basketball, but not necessarily in the same order. 
R likes Philosophy and his favourite sport is Hockey. The one who likes Football likes English. T's favourite 
sport is not Badminton or Table Tennis. V does not like either History or Biology. The one whose favourite 
sport is basketball does not like Physics. W likes Chemistry and his favourite sport Volleyball. S likes 
Geography. Q's favourite sport is Badminton. V does not like English and his favourite sport is not Basketball. 
P's favourite sport is Cricket. The one whose favourite sport is Badminton does not like Biology. 
 

Puzzle-3 
 
Study the information given below and answer the given questions. 
P, Q, R, S, T, U, V, W and X nine friends stay in a building, but not necessarily in the same order. The building 
has nine floors and only one person stays on one floor. All of them belong to different cities, ie Chennai, 
Chandigarh, Cochin, Coimbatore, Cuttack, Chittoor, Chhapra, Champawat and Churu, but not necessarily in the 
same order. The ground floor is numbered 1, the floor above it is numbered 2, and so on, and the topmost 
floor is numbered 9. 
W belongs to Coimbatore and stayed on an even-numbered floor. P stays on an immediate below even-
numbered floor on which W stays. The one who belongs to Champawat stays on the fourth floor. T stays on 
the second floor and belongs to Cochin.The one who belongs to Churu stays on the third floor. P does not 
belong to Chittoor .There are two floors between the floors on which the persons who are from Chhapra and 
Coimbatore stay. R belongs to Chandigarh. There are three floors between the floors on which R and V stay. S 
stays on a floor immediately above X’s floor. There is one floor between the floors on which U and V stay. U 
does not belong to Churu. The one who belongs to Chennai stays on the topmost floor. U does not stay on the 
ground floor. 
 

Puzzle-4 
 

These questions are based on the following information. 
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Eight persons A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H are sitting in a row. Some persons are facing to North  and the 
remaining are facing to  South. The following information is known about them. 
(i) D sits third to the left of E, neither of them sit at any end. 
(ii) Two persons sit between E and H. 
(iii) B sits to the immediate left of H and both of them face the same direction. 
(iv) A sits second to the left of G, both of them face different directions. 
(v) C is not adjacent to D, but C and D face the same direction as G. 
(vi) F sits second to the right of C and faces North. 
(vii) B and F are not adjacent to each other. 
(viii) No three persons sitting in consecutive positions face the same direction. 

 

Puzzle-5 
 

These questions are based on the following information. 
Six sofas of different colours are arranged in a circular order. On each sofa, a boy among–O, P, Q, R, S and 
T and a girl among – U, V, W, X, Y and Z are sitting. 
(i) The red coloured sofa is in between the yellow coloured sofa and blue coloured sofa. 
(ii) X is sitting on white sofa, which is opposite the sofa where Z is sitting. 
(iii) The orange coloured sofa is adjacent to the sofa where both O and V are sitting. 
(iv) The sofa, where W is sitting, is adjacent to blue and pink coloured sofas. 
(v) P is to the left of S, who is opposite to Y. 

 

Puzzle-6 
 

Study the following information carefully to answer the questions given below it:  
Seven persons A, B, C, D, E, F and G are belongs to different cities Nagpur, Nagla, Nainital, Noida, Nashik, 
Nellore and Nangal, not necessarily in the same order. Each has a favourite colour—Red, Pink, Green, 
Blue, Black, Yellow and Purple, not necessarily in the same order. 
A likes Green and belongs to Nangal. D belongs to Nagla but does not like Red or Purple colour. The one 
who belongs to Nainital likes Yellow colour. G likes Black colour and does not belong to Noida or Nagpur. 
E likes Blue and belongs to Nashik. F belongs to Nagpur but does not like Purple colour. C belongs to 
Noida. 

 

Puzzle-7 
 
Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below: 
Eight persons A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H are sitting around a circular table facing the centre. They belong to 
different States of India, viz Maharashtra, Chhattisgarh, Madhya Pradesh, West Bengal, Rajasthan, Haryana, 
Punjab and Uttar Pradesh, but not necessarily in the same order. They also read three different magazines — 
Competition power, Banking Chronicle and Banking & you. At least two persons read one magazine. 
Only D and E read Competition power and D sits third to the right of E. A is from Rajasthan and reads Banking 
Chronicle and sits on the immediate right of E. F is from West Bengal and reads Banking & you. H reads the 
same magazine as G. G is third to the left of F. B sits opposite the person who is from Uttar Pradesh. C sits 
exactly opposite the person who belongs to Maharashtra. The persons who belong to Haryana and Madhya 
Pradesh read Banking Chronicle. G is from Uttar Pradesh. B is from Madhya Pradesh. The persons who read 
Banking Chronicle do not sits adjacent to each other. The one who is from Punjab does not read Banking 
Chronicle or Competition power. H is not from Haryana. 
 

Puzzle-8 
 
Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below: 
Eight persons A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H live in an eight-storey building. Each of them likes a different colours viz 
Red, Green, Yellow, Pink, White, Orange, Violet and Blue, but not necessarily in the same order. The 
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lowermost floor is numbered 1 and the topmost floor is numbered 8. There is only one floor between the one 
who likes Yellow and the one who likes Blue. There are two floors between the one who likes Green and C. F 
lives on an even-numbered floor and likes Violet. Neither A nor B likes Green or White. The one who likes 
Pink lives on floor numbered 1. There are three floors between the floor on which B lives and the floor on 
which E lives. F lives above C, who does not live on first floor but likes Red. Only one person lives between the 
one who likes White and the one who likes Green. The one who likes Yellow lives on the topmost floor. H does 
not like Yellow, G lives on the floor number which is between A and F. B lives above E. 
 

Puzzle-9 
Eight persons- P, Q, R, S, T, U, V and W, sit around a circular table, but not necessarily in that order.  Some 
are facing the centre and the remaining are facing away from the centre. The following information is 
known about their seating. 
 Q sits third to the right of V. 
 There are two persons sit between V and P. 
 R sits second to the left of P. 
 R and V face the same direction. 
 S sits third to the left of the person who is adjacent to R. 
 T sits third to the right of S, both of them face the same direction. 
 U faces T. 
 Q and W face different directions. 

 

Puzzle-10 
 

There are six floors in an apartment (The ground floor is named as the first floor, the floor above the 
ground floor is named as the second floor and so on). There are 12 rooms: M, N, O, P, Q, R, S, T, U, V, W 
and X. Each floor contains two rooms, which are adjacent to each other, These 12 rooms have two 
columns, with six rooms in each column 
 There are three floors between rooms T and S. S does not live on the top floor. 
 The rooms T and Q are in the same floor. 
 Rooms N and Q are in consecutive floors. 
 Room O is on the sixth floor and room P is on the first floor. 
 There are two number of floors between room M and room O and is equal to the number of floors 

between room S and room W. 
 Room R is above room S and in the same column. 
 Room P is on an odd numbered floor. Room U is above room X and below room R. 
 Room X is above room P in the same column and below room U in the same column. 

 

Puzzle-11 
 

  Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below.  
        Seven candidates which are participating in an interview of a company are – A, B, C, D, E, F and G. They belong 

to different places namely Dehradun, Lucknow, Patna, Bhopal, Jaipur, Kolkata  and Ranchi, but not necessarily 
in the same order. They are going to an interview on different days  of the week, starting from Monday. 
 A belongs to Lucknow, but attends the interview neither on Friday nor on Monday. 
 D attends the interview on Thursday and he is from Bhopal. 
 There is a gap of one day between A and D interview.  
 F attends interview before G but after E on Wednesday and he is from Jaipur. 
 G attends interview on the last day of the week. 
 B   belongs to Ranchi. 
 The person who attends interview on Monday does not belong to Dehradun. 
 The person who is from Kolkata attends interview on the last day of the week. 
 The person who is from Patna attends interview on Tuesday. 
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 The person who is from Ranchi does not attend the interview on Tuesday or Friday. 
 

Puzzle-12 
 

Study the following information carefully to answer the given questions. 
Seven persons namely A, B, C, D, E, F and G learn seven different subjects namely History, Hindi, Maths, 
Geography, Zoology, English and Biology, not necessarily in the same order. They start learning from 
Monday to Sunday (of the same week). 
F learns a subject on Wednesday. Only one person learns between F and the one who learns Zoology. Only 
three people learn between the one who learns Zoology and B. The one who learns Maths learns 
immediately after B. Only two persons learn between the one who learns Maths and G. A learns 
immediately before D. Only three persons learn between the one who learns History and the one who 
learns English. F does not learn History. E learns before the one who learns English. Only one person 
learns between E and the one who learns Geography. A does not learn Hindi. 

 

Puzzle-13 
 

Study the given information carefully to answer the given questions. 
Eight persons, J, K, L, M, N, O, P, and Q are sitting around a circular table facing the centre with equal 
distances between each other (but not necessarily in the same order). Each one of them is also 
related to N in some way or the other. 
K sits third to the left of N. Only one person sits between N and Q. N’s sister sits to the immediate 
right of Q. Only two persons sit between N’s sister and N’s mother. J sits to the immediate right of N’s 
mother. P sits immediate right of M.  
N’s brother sits third to the right of P. N’s wife sits second to the left of N’s brother. 
Only three persons sit between N’s wife and L. N’s son sits second to the right of N’s father. Only two 
persons sit between N’s father and N’s daughter.  

 

Puzzle-14 
 

Study the given information carefully to answer the given questions. 
A, B, C, D, E, F and G are Resident of a society named Civitech Sampriti. Each of them lives on different 
floors numbered from 1st to 7th, top to bottom but not necessarily in the same order. Each of them wears a 
Trouser of a different colour, viz Blue, Green, Yellow, Violet, Purple, Red and Pink but not necessarily in 
the same order. 
B lives on floor 4th but he does not wear either Purple or Violet Trouser. C wears Blue Trouser but does 
not live on floor 2nd or 6th. E lives on floor 5th and wears a Red Trouser. The one who wears a Green 
Trouser lives on floor no 7th. D lives on floor 1st.  G wears a pink Trouser. A does not live on floor 7th. The 
one who wears Violet Trouser lives on floor 2nd. 

 

Puzzle-15 
 
Study the following information carefully to answer the given questions. 
Eight persons from different ministry viz. Defense Ministry, Home Ministry, Labour Ministry, Minority 
Ministry, Heavy industry Ministry, Finance Ministry, Agriculture Ministry and External affairs Ministry are 
sitting in two parallel rows containing four people each, in such a way that there is an equal distance between 
adjacent persons. In row-1 A, B, C and D are seated and all of them are facing south. In row-2 P, Q, R and S are 
seated and all of them are facing north. Therefore, in the given seating arrangement each member seated in a 
row faces another member of the other row. (All the information given above does not necessarily represent 
the order of seating as in the final arrangement)  
 C sits second to right of the person from External affairs Ministry. R is an immediate neighbour of the 

person who faces the person from External affairs Ministry.  
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 Only one person sits between R and the person for Minority Ministry. Immediate neighbour of the person 
from Minority Ministry faces the person from Labour Ministry. 

 The person from Defense Ministry faces the person from Finance Ministry. R is not from Finance Ministry. 
P is not from Minority Ministry. P does not face the person from External affairs Ministry.  

 Q faces the person from Heavy industry Ministry. The one who faces S sits to the immediate left of A.  
 B does not sit at any of the extreme ends of the line. The person from External affairs Ministry does not 

face the person from Home Ministry.  
 

Puzzle-16 
 
Study the following information carefully and answer the given question.  
A, B C, D, E, F, G and H are sitting around a square table in such a way that four of them sit at four corners of 
the square while four sit in the middle of each of the four sides. The one who sit at the four corners face the 
centre of the table while those sit in the middle of the sides face outside. Each one of them likes a different 
chocolate viz. Toblerone, Crunch, Hershey’s, Wispa, Galaxy, Turkish delight, Kitkat and Dubble Bubble. (None 
of the information given is necessary in the same order).  
C sits third to left of the one who likes Dubble Bubble. The one who likes Dubble Bubble faces outside. Only 
two people sit between C and H. The one who likes Toblerone sits to immediate right of H. The one who likes 
Galaxy sits second to the right of G. G is neither an immediate neighbor of H nor C. G does not like Dubble 
Bubble. Only one person sits between A and the one who likes Galaxy. D sits to immediate left of the one who 
likes Turkish Delight. G does not like Turkish Delight. E likes Kitkat. E is not an immediate neighbor of A. The 
one who likes Crunch is an immediate neighbor of E. The one who likes Wispa is an immediate neighbour of F. 
 
 

Puzzle-17 
 
Analyze the following information and family tree carefully and answer the given questions.  
Rishu’s family members are sitting in a straight line but not necessarily in the same order. Some of them are 
facing south while the remaining are facing north.  

Grandmother and Mother face opposite directions and Mother sits fourth to the right of Grandmother. 
Son sits second to the left of Father. The immediate neighbour of Grandfather faces the same direction as 
Grandfather. Brother sits second to the left of Mother. The immediate neighbour of Brother faces the same 
direction as Son. Uncle is not an immediate neighbour of Son. Both the immediate neighbours of Grandmother 
face opposite directions. One of the immediate neighbours of Uncle faces north. Sister is at the fourth position 
with respect to Brother. Uncle is not facing south. Both the immediate neighbours of Son face same direction. 
Son is third to the right of Grandmother. Sister is not facing north. Father is not third from the right end if we 
face north.  

(Note: Facing the same direction means if one person faces north then the other person also faces north 
and if one person faces south then the other person also faces south. Facing the opposite direction means if 
one person faces north then the other person faces south and vice versa and (+) and (-) denotes male and 
female member respectively). 
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Puzzle-18 
Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below: 
Seven Persons A, B, C, D, E, F and G are employees of Adobe system pvt. Ltd. working in different department 
viz. IT, Software, Mechanical, Civil, Computer, Electrical and Geo science but not necessarily in the same order. 
They have mobile phone of different brands viz. Apple, Samsung, Lenovo, Micromax, Intex, Lava and Xaiomi 
but not necessarily in the same order. Each one uses different language for communication viz. Tamil, 
Kannada, Telugu, Hindi, Marathi, Punjabi and Bangla but not necessarily in the same order.  
C is working in Software department and he does not use Tamil or Marathi for communication and he does 
not have Apple or Intex mobile phone. D’s language is Punjabi and he is working in IT department and has 
Micromax mobile phone. G is working in Geo science and his language is Hindi and he doesn’t have Samsung 
phone. E is not working in Computer department and F has Intex mobile phone. Lava and Lenovo are being 
used by E and A. E and F are not working in Mechanical and none of them uses Marathi language and E has 
neither Apple nor Samsung mobile phone. B is working in Civil department and have Xaiomi brand phone and 
his language is Telugu. The one who is working in Electrical department uses Bangla language and doesn’t 
have Apple brand phone.  
 

Puzzle-19 
 
Study the information given below and answer the given questions. 
Nine people A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H and J stay in a building, but not necessarily in the same order. The building has 
nine floors and only one person stays on one floor. All of them own one car each, and each car is of a different 
colour, ie blue, grey, white, black, yellow, green, red, orange and pink, but not necessarily in the same order. 
The ground floor is numbered 1, the floor above it is numbered 2, and so on, and the topmost floor is 
numbered 9. 
H owns a black-coloured car and stayed on an even-numbered floor. A is stays on any even-numbered floor. A 
stays on any even-numbered floor below the floor on which H stays. The one who owns an orange-coloured 
car stays on the fourth floor. E stays on the second floor and owns a white-coloured car.The one who owns a 
pink-coloured car stays on the third floor.A does not own a green coloured car.There are two floors between 
the floors on which the people owning the red and the black-coloured car. C owns a grey-coloured car. There 
are three floors between the floors on which C and G stay. D stays on a floor immediately above J’s floor. 
There is one floor between the floors on which F and G stay. F does not own the pink coloured car. The one 
who owns the blue car stays on the topmost floor. F does not stay on the ground floor. 
 

Puzzle-20 
 
Read the following information and answer the questions given below it. 

 Mrs. Jacob Richie has five sons – Aiden, Daniel, Logan, Dylan and Brayden – and three daughters – 
Olivia, Natalie and Emma. 

 Brayden is the eldest child and Emma the youngest. 
 Natalie, the eldest daughter plays chess. 
 Olivia and Logan study at St. Xavier’s. Olivia Plays Table Tennis 
 The children who are at St. Michael’s have been born in succession. 
 Only St. Michael’s offers cricket while only St. Thomas’s offers chess. Besides, these schools offer no 

other games. 
 Daniel and Dylan are cricketers while Aiden plays Football. 
 Three of the children are at St. Thomas’s and three at St. Xavier’s. 
 Mrs. Richie first gave birth to three sons and then to two daughters. 
 Logan, who was born just before Emma, plays hockey. 

 
 

Puzzle-21 
Study the following information carefully and answer the following questions.  
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A, B, C, D, E and F are six hit movies of Bollywood and these are nominated for best movie award in FilmFare 
and these movies are directed by some best directors i.e. –Anurag Basu, Rohit Shetty, Sanjay Leela Bhansali, 
Kabir Khan, Imtiaz Ali and Neeraj Pandey but not necessarily in the same order. Each director has signed 
different actors for their movies, viz. Ranbir Kapoor, Salman Khan, Akshay Kumar, Ranveer Singh, Varun 
Dhawan and Arjun Kapoor but not necessarily in the same order.  
All the hit movies are arranged by judges for selection of best movie award in a circular arrangement. The 
movie in which Ranveer Singh, Akshay Kumar, Varun Dhawan are working  are neither directed by Neeraj 
Pandey nor by Anurag Basu.  
The movie  which are directed by Kabir Khan and Rohit Shetty have signed neither Ranveer Singh nor Arjun 
Kapoor. A is neither directed by Neeraj Pandey nor arranged on the immediate left of the movie in which 
Salman Khan is working. The only movie, which is arranged between E and F, has Ranbir Kapoor as an actor. 
The movie which is arranged on the left side of the movie which is directed by Neeraj Pandey has not Arjun 
Kapoor as an actor. D movie has Salman Khan as an actor and is directed by Rohit Shetty. C movie has Ranbir 
Kapoor as an actor.  
The movie which has Ranveer Singh as actor is arranged opposite to the movie  which is directed by Imtiaz 
Ali, while the movie which is directed by Rohit Shetty is arranged on the left of the movie who has Varun 
Dhawan as an actor.  
The movie which has  Arjun Kapoor as an actor is arranged on the immediate right of the movie which is 
directed by Neeraj Pandey but arranged on the left of the movie who has Akshay Kumar as an actor. C movie 
has not Akshay Kumar and F movie has not Ranveer Singh as an actor.  
 
 

Puzzle-22 
Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below.  
Six athletics which have come to china to participate in Olympic Games. The participating countries are USA, 
England, Australia, London, China and South Africa staying in three different Hotels of China. Two athletics in 
each Hotel are roommates. Every athletic likes one of the following Movies viz. Don’t Breathe, Sully, Suicide 
Squad, Pete’s Dragon, Morgan, War dogs. Misty stays in SUZ Women’s Hotel who is from England and she 
does not like Sully and Suicide Squad. Maria, from USA, likes War dogs and she does not stay with Serena. 
Nadia stays with an athletic who is from London. Sully is like by an athletic who stays in Meghdoot Hotel. 
Vimori is not from Australia and South Africa and she likes Pete’s Dragon. An athletic from Sarovar Hotel likes 
Morgan. Steffi is neither from China nor from South Africa. Suicide Squad and War dogs does not liked by 
athletes who stays in SUZ Women’s Hotel. Athletics from USA and Australia stay together. Pete’s Dragon likes 
by SUZ Women’s Hotel. The athletic who likes War dogs resides at Meghdoot.  
 
 

Puzzle-23 
Study the following information carefully and answer the given questions.  
A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H are eight group captains of different games, viz, Badminton, Volleyball, Cricket, Table 
Tennis, Football, Hockey, Kho-Kho and Lawn Tennis, but not necessarily in the same order. There are three 
female members among them. Out of eight captains and four captains are holding PhD degrees. 
 H has PhD degree and is the captain of Volleyball. 
 A is the captain of Cricket. B is the captain of Hockey. 
 The one who is the captain of Table Tennis does not have a PhD degree. 
 No female is captain of either Football or Lawn Tennis. 
 The captain of Lawn Tennis does not have a PhD degree. 
 G and C are not the captains of either Football or Hockey. 
 C is a lady captain and E and C have PhD degrees. 
 B and F are lady captains and are not PhD degree holders. D has a PhD degree and is the captain of the 

Kho-Kho team. 
 
 

Puzzle-24 
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Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below.  
(i) In a family of six members A, B, C, D, E and F. Each one plays one game out of the six games Chess, 
Carrom, Table Tennis, Badminton, Bridge and Cricket.  
(ii) Two are married couples.  
(iii) B who plays Carrom is daughter-in-law of E. 
(iv) A is father of D, who plays Table Tennis player and D is father of C who plays Cricket.  
(v) F is brother of C. 
(vi) Chess is not played by a female member.  
(vii) E’s husband plays Badminton.  

 
 

Puzzle-25 
Study the information carefully and answer the question. 

Eight family members P, Q, R, S, T, U, V and W are sitting around a circular table but not necessarily in the 
same order. Some of them are females and some of them are males. All of them are related to each other 
in same way or the other. Some of them are facing the centre while some of them are facing outside (i.e. 
Opposite to the centre). 
T sits second to the right of the Q. Q faces the centre. Only two people sit between T and R. R is the 
daughter of P. No female is an immediate neighbour of R. 
W is not an immediate neighbour of Q. W is the wife of U. U sits third to the right of W. S is neither an 
immediate neighbour of W nor T. 
R’s brother sits to her immediate right. Neither Q nor U is the brother of R. P’s wife sits to the immediate 
right of T. P sits second to the left of his wife. 
Only three people sit between P and his brother. Both the immediate neighbours of R face opposite 
directions.(i.e if one neighbour faces the centre then the other neighbour faces outside and Vice-Versa) 
R’s husband sits to the immediate right of V. T and U face a direction opposite to that of P(i.e if P faces the 
centre then T and U face outside and Vice-Versa) 

 
 

Puzzle-26 
Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below:  
Seven persons L, K, M, N, O, P and Q are going for a holiday to seven different countries and they like different 
fruits. One person is going to only one country and likes one fruit. The countries are America, Switzerland, 
France, Germany, Brazil, Australia and Finland. The different fruits which are liked by different persons are  
Apple, Mango, Papaya, Banana, Grapes, Guava and Orange but not necessarily in the same order. All persons 
are wearing different brands of clothes while travelling. The different brands are Levis, Sparky, Spykar, Mufti, 
Killer, Van Heusen and Flying Machine but not necessarily in the same order.  

•  O is going to Switzerland and likes Grapes.  
•  L is wearing clothes of killer brand and he likes Guava. M is going to Finland and does not like Apple. 

P is going to Australia.  
•  The person who likes Orange is wearing clothes of Sparky brand.  
•  The one who  likes Papaya is going to Germany. N is wearing clothes of Flying machine brand. and 

does not go to France. 
•  The persons who is wearing clothes of Spykar brand  and Van Heusen are not going to Finland.  
•  Either P or K likes Orange.  
•  The person who is wearing clothes of Levis brand is going to America, and Q is wearing clothes of 

Spykar brand.  
•  Neither N nor Q likes Apple or Mango. 
•  Q does not go to Brazil and N does not like Papaya.  

 
 

Puzzle-27 
Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below: 
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Serena, Tom, Carolina, John, Paul, Maria, Smith and Martina are eight family members sitting around a 
circular table and all of them are facing the Centre. Three of the family members  belong to Delhi and others 
belong to Haryana. All the eight family members are likes different colours viz. White, Pink, Yellow, Green, 
Red, Violet, Blue and Black, but not necessarily in the same order. There are two married couples, three 
brothers, two daughters, one granddaughter and one grandson in the group. Cars are Maruti, Honda, Tata 
Motors, BMW, Ford, Mercedes and Toyota but not necessarily in the same order. 

   Two of the female members Serena and Martina has same car. 
• Smith who likes White colour, is the head of the family, and is immediate neighbour of Martina and 

John. 
• The granddaughter Maria is sitting third to the left of Smith. The grandmother of Maria is sitting on 

the immediate left of Maria who belongs to Haryana. 
• Paul is sitting second to the right of his father Smith. He likes Red colour and has Toyota car. 
• Only Smith’s daughter is sitting exactly between Serena and Paul. She has Ford car and she likes 

Violet colour. 
• Martina likes Yellow colour and Tom likes Green colour. Neither of them has Honda. 
• The son of Martina is sitting on the immediate left of his father. His father likes Pink colour. 
• Carolina likes Violet colour and is sitting on the immediate left of her mother and She has a Ford car. 
• John, the husband of the person who likes Yellow colour, has Mercedes car and his mother has BMW 

car. 
• The one who likes Green colour sits second to the right of Serena, who is an immediate neighbour of 

the person who likes Violet and Blue colour. 
• The person who likes Blue colour does not have Maruti car and the one who likes White colour does 

not have Tata Motors or Honda. 
 
 

 Puzzle-28 
Study the following information to answer the given question. 
Ten persons are sitting in two parallel rows containing five persons each. In row 1, A, B, C, D and E are sitting 
and all of them are facing south. In row 2, J, K, L, M and N are sitting and all of them are facing north. In the 
given seating arrangement, each member seated in a row faces another member of the other row. Moreover, 
each of them belongs to different cities—Munger, Dharbhanga, Madhubani, Khagaria, Siwan, Bhagalpur, 
Hajipur, Purnia, Jamui and Arwal but not necessarily in the same order.   
There are only two persons sitting between the person from Munger, who sits at an extreme end and E. J, who 
sits in the middle of the row, is not an immediate neighbour of K, who is not from Arwal. N is sitting at an 
extreme end. E, from Siwan , sits on the immediate right of the person from Dharbhanga and faces the 
immediate neighhour of K. B is not sitting at the extreme left end. J is not from Jamui. There is only one person 
between C and D, who is from Munger. M, from Bhagalpur, is an immediate neighbour of the person from 
Arwal and does not face the person from Madhubani. L, who is from Khagaria, is an immediate neighbour of 
the person from Jamui, who in turn faces the immediate neighbour of the person from Siwan. There are two 
persons between the person from Hajipur and the person from Madhubani. B is not from Hajipur. N is not 
from Purnia. 
 
 

Puzzle-29 
Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below.  
World Cup is being organized by Brazil. Different teams are participating in the World Cup. Seven teams 
which are participating are – Argentina, Belgium, Colombia, Brazil, Chile, Germany and France. They will be 
playing there matches at different places, namely Rio de Janeiro, Brasilia, Sao Paulo, Cuiaba, Salvador, Curitiba 
and Manaus, but not necessarily in the same order, on different days of the week, starting from Monday. 
 Argentina will be playing at Brasilia, but neither on Friday nor on Monday. 
 The host country will be playing on Thursday at Cuiaba. 
 There is a gap of one day between Argentina and Brazil match.  
 Germany will be playing the match before France but after Chile at Salvador on Wednesday. 
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 France will be playing on the last day of the week. 
 Belgium will be playing at Manaus. 
 No match will be played at Rio de Janerio on Monday. 
 The match at Curitiba will be played on the last day of the week. 
 The match at Sao Paulo will be played on Tuesday. 
 No match will be played at Manaus on Tuesday and Friday. 
 
 

Puzzle-30 
Read the following information carefully and answer the questions that follow.   
Ten persons are sitting in two parallel rows containing five persons each. In row 1, A, B, C, D and E are sitting 
and all of them are facing south. In row 2, P, Q, R, S and T are sitting and all of them are facing north. In the 
given seating arrangement, each member seated in a row faces another member of the other row. Moreover, 
each of them belongs to different countries — Australia, Brazil, Bulgaria, Belgium, Japan, India, Romania, 
Indonesia, Iran and Russia but not necessarily in the same order.   
There are only two persons sitting between the Australian, who sits at an extreme end, and E. P, who sits in 
the middle of the row, is not an immediate neighbour of Q, who is not a Russian.  
T is sitting at an extreme end. E, a Japanese, sits on the immediate right of the person from Brazil and faces 
the immediate neighhour of Q. B is not sitting at the extreme left end. P is not from Iran.  
There is only one person between C and D, who is from Australia. S, an Indian, is an immediate neighbour of 
the Russian and does not face the person from Bulgaria. 
R, who is from Belgium, is an immediate neighbour of the person from Iran, who faces the immediate 
neighbour of the Japanese. There are two persons between the Romanian and the Bulgarian. B is not from 
Romania. T is not from Indonesia  
 
 

Puzzle-31 
Read the following information carefully and answers the questions given below it— 
Eight friends J, K, L, M, N, P, R and S like  different Bollywood actors  – Amitabh , Ajay, Sunny, Hrithik, Salman, 
Siddharth, Anil and Ranbir. All of them are seated around a square table (two on each side) facing the center. 
L sits third to the right of K. K likes Sunny. R is sitting second to the left of P. P is not an immediate neighbor of 
L or K. The one who likes Amitabh in an immediate neighbor of P. Three people sit between K and the person 
who likes Siddharth. 
K, L and also their immediate neighbor do not like Hrithik. Only one person sits between the person who likes 
Hrithik and M. The persons who like Salman and Ranbir are immediate neighbor of each other. L likes neither 
Ranbir nor Salman. Only one person sits between J and the person who likes Ajay. J does not like Hrithik or 
Salman. N does not like Hrithik. 
 
 

Puzzle-32 
Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below: 
There are eight people – G, H, I, J, K, L, M and N – each of them belongs to different Countries viz., Korea, 
Afghanistan, Bangladesh, China, Bhutan, Myanmar, Tehran and Egypt, but not necessarily in the same order. 
They live in an eight story building, having floors numbered one to eight – each of them on different floor. 
(The Ground Floor is numbered Floor No. 1, the floor above it Floor No. 2 and so on). They likes different 
color viz. Black, White, Green, Yellow, Red, Pink, Purple and Blue but not necessary in the same order. G lives 
on even numbered floor and does not like Blue or Pink color. Three people live between J and the person from 
Korea. Green color is liked by people who is  immediately below M. Three persons live between L and G. The 
persons from Korea live immediately below G’s floor. N lives immediately above G’s floor and immediately 
below K’s floor and likes Black colour. G is from Tehran. There are five floors between the floor on which J 
and the person from Bangladesh live. The person from Egypt lives on the floor immediately below the floor 
on which the person from Korea lives and likes Green Colour. H lives on the even numbered floor and does 
not like Yellow colour. I does not belong to Korea but likes White colour. Three persons live between the 
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persons from Afghanistan and the person who likes Green colour. Four persons live between the persons 
from China and the One who likes Pink Colour. L does not belong to Myanmar and likes Purple colour. J likes 
Red Colour. 
 
 

Puzzle-33 
Study the following information carefully and answer the given questions: 
Seven persons R, J, M, Q, L, T and K conduct workshop on Developing Managerial skills in seven different 
companies A, B, C, D, E, F and G on a different day of the week from Monday to Sunday. The order of 
persons, companies and days of the week are not necessarily the same.  
J organizes workshop in Company D on Wednesday. Q does not conduct workshop for        companies A 
or C and conducts on the next day of L who conducts the workshop for Company F. T conducts workshop 
for Company E on Friday. K conducts workshop on Monday but not for Company C or G. M conducts 
workshop for Company A but not on Tuesday. 
 
 

Puzzle-34 
Study the following information carefully and answer the questions.  
There are seven persons – M, N, O, P, Q, R and S – who teach different subjects viz- Philosophy, Psychology, 
Performance Studies, Politics, Portuguese, Performing Arts and Physical Education but not necessarily in the 
same order. They teach on different days of the week starting from Monday. Also they like different colours, 
viz- Eburnean, Coquelicot, Xanadu, Wenge, Fulvous, Mikado and Smaragdine but not necessarily in the same 
order. 
N, who likes Mikado, teaches on the fourth day of the week but neither Philosophy nor Physical Education. 
Two persons teaches between the days on which N and R teach and neither of them teach on the 1st day of the 
week. There is one person between M and O. But O does not teach either on 1st or 3rd day of the week. O likes 
Coquelicot colour and teaches Philosophy. The one who teaches Performance Studies, teaches on the last day 
of the week and likes Xanadu colour. P does not teach on the day either immediately before or immediately  
after the day on which M teach, who doesn’t like either Fulvous or Eburnean or Wenge colour. 
S teaches immediately after O and he likes Eburnean colour. Q does not like Fulvous colour and teaches 
Performing Arts. M does not teach either Portuguese or Politics. The one who teaches Psychology takes class 
immediately after the day when Philosophy has been taught.  
 
 

Puzzle-36 
Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below. 
Eight friends S, T, U, V, W, X, Y and Z, specialist in different medical  fields , i.e. Anesthesiologist, Psychologist, 
Physician, Surgeon, Veterinarian, Dentist, Chiropractor and  Radiotherapist (but not necessarily in the same 
order), are sitting around a circular table, facing the centre. 
(i) V who is a Dentist sits third to the right of Z. 
(ii) The Psychologist and the Radiotherapist are immediate neighbours of each other and neither of them is 
an immediate neighbor of either Z or V. 
(iii) The Chiropractor and the Anesthesiologist are immediate neighbors of each other. Neither Z nor Y is an 
Anesthesiologist. 
(iv) The one who is a Psychologist sits second to the right of W, who is a Veterinarian. X who is a Chiropractor 
is not an immediate neighbor of the Dentist. 
(v) Only U sits between the Psychologist and the Surgeon. S sits third to the right of the Anesthesiologist. 
 
 

Puzzle-36 
Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below. 
E, F, G, H, I, J, K and L are eight employees working in three departments Human Resource, Research & 
Development and Accounting & Finance in an Organization with at least two of them in any department and 
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not more than three persons . Each of them likes a different choice of TV channel from Samay, Time Now, Jaya 
Plus, ETV, NTV, HMTV, TV9 and TV5 but not necessarily in the same order. 
H likes Jaya Plus and he works in Accounting & Finance department with only K. F and J do not work in the 
same department. L likes ETV and does not work in Research & Development department with either J or G 
who does not work in Human Resource department. I works with G in the same department and likes Samay. 
F likes TV9 and none of his colleagues in the department like either NTV or HMTV. K likes Time Now and J 
does not like NTV. 
 
 

Puzzle-37 
Study the following information carefully and answer the question given below: 
Seven Persons P, Q, R, S, T, U and V live on seven different floors of a building, but not necessarily in the same 
order. The lowermost floor of the building is numbered one; the one above it is number two and so on till the 
topmost floor is number seven. Each of them also likes a different drink and fast-food i.e. drinks are- Pepsi, 
Miranda, Coca-Cola, Sprite, Thumps up, Frooti, Limca and fast-food are- Dosa, Idali, Burger, Bada-pao, Bread 
chaat, Chicken Baguette and Sandwich but not necessarily in the same order. 
Only one person lives between the one who likes Thumps up and the one who likes Frooti. S does not like 
Thumps up. V does not like Pepsi. The one who likes Chicken Baguette lives immediate above the one who 
likes Thumps up. T lives on one of the floors below Q, but does not live on the lowermost floor. The one who 
lives 7th floor is immediate above the one, who lives immediate below the one who likes Sandwich. There are 
three persons between Q and T. The one who likes Sprite lives on one the odd-numbered floors below U. P 
lives immediately above U and does not like Coca-Cola. U does not like Bada-pao and Idali. The one who likes 
Burger lives immediate above the one who likes Bread chaat. The one who likes Frooti is also likes Idali. Only 
one person lives between Q and the one who likes Coca-Cola. The one who likes Bread chaat lives below the 
one who likes Dosa. Only two persons live between V and the one who likes Coca-Cola. The one who likes 
Miranda lives on one of the even-numbered floors above the one who likes Coca-Cola. The one who likes 
Limca lives immediately above V. S lives on one of the floors above R. 
 
 

Puzzle-38 
Read the following information carefully and answer the questions given below:  
Seven athletes participated in a race competition. There were two types of race in the competition - one was 
of 100m and the other of 200m. The athletes who participated in both the races were LeBron James, Michael 
Jordan, Peyton Manning, Kobe Bryant, David Beckham, Tiger Woods and Chad Johnson. Each athlete 
completed each race in different time periods, ie no race was completed by any two or more athletes in the 
same time period. Each athlete was given a particular position according to his performance. The one who got 
the top position performed better than others while one who got the lowest position performed worse. 
LeBron James position in 100m race was just above Tiger Woods but in 200m race just below Peyton 
Manning. Kobe Bryant position in 200m race was just above Chad Johnson but in 100 m race just below David 
Beckham. No persons were assigned positions between LeBron James and Kobe Bryant. At least four persons 
got positions above LeBron James in 100m race and at least four persons below in 200m race. Peyton 
Manning did not get the highest or the lowest position in any race. Tiger Woods performance was better than 
Chad Johnson in any race. 
 
 

Puzzle-39 
Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below:  
Eight friends A, B, C, D, E, G, H and J live on eight different floors of a building but not necessarily in the same 
order. The lowermost floor of the building is numbered 1 and the topmost floor of the building is numbered 8. 
The DOB of each of the persons is in different months i.e. March, April, May, June, July, August, September and 
October, but not necessarily in the same order. All persons like different types of fruits i.e. Guava, Apple, 
Grapes, Mango, Banana, Pineapple, Litchi and Orange but not necessarily in the same order. 
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The one whose DOB is in August does not live on an odd-numbered floor and does not like Apple & Litchi. D 
does not like Guava. J lives just below the one whose DOB is in October. The one who lives on Third floor likes 
Guava. The one whose DOB is in April lives on an even-numbered floor but not on the topmost floor and likes 
either Orange or Pineapple. Only one person lives between G and the one whose DOB is in July. The one who 
likes Banana lives immediate above the floor in which J lives. E likes Litchi. The one whose DOB is in June lives 
on an even numbered floor and lives just above the person whose DOB is in October. C’s DOB is not in July or 
October. The persons (who likes Apple, Mango, Orange and Grapes) lives on even numbered floor. The one 
who likes Grapes lives below the one who likes Mango. Only two persons live between the one whose DOB is 
in August and the one whose DOB is in March. D’s DOB is not in September. Only two persons live between G 
and the one whose DOB is in April. Neither E nor C lives on the first floor. Only one person lives between C 
and the one whose DOB is in May. A lives just above G. Only two persons live between E and A. The one whose 
DOB is in July does not live on floor number one. A does not like Grapes or Mango. B lives on an even-
numbered floor and just above C. 
 
 

Puzzle-40 
Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below: 
Edward and his family live in a house. There are nine members in the family i.e. Edward, Daniel, Helen, 
Denise, Emily, Alan, James, Henrich and Alfred. Each person likes different colours viz. Brown, Red, Black, 
White, Blue, Violet, Yellow, Green and Purple. The relation of Edward with the members is defined as Father, 
Mother, Brother, Sister, Wife, Daughter, Son, and Brother-in-law but not in the same order. All the family 
members are seated at a circular table, but not necessarily in the same order. Some of them face the centre 
while others face outward. 
Alfred is brother of Edward’s daughter. Edward’s brother is seated on the immediate right of the brother of 
Edward’s sister and both face the same direction. Alfred’s father likes Red colour. Henrich has a sister. The 
mother of Edward’s son is Emily and sits second to the left of the married son of Edward’s father. Alan’s 
daughter-in-law likes Purple colour. Edward faces outward. Alan is a male. Edward’s father sits third to the 
right Edward’s daughter. Either Alfred or Henrich sits third to the left of the mother of Helen, but both Alfred 
and Henrich face the same direction. Edward’s brother and sister likes Black and Brown colour respectively. 
James is not father of Henrich. In two generations, the members of the same generation are sitting immediate 
next to each other and face the same direction. Edward’s father does not like Green and Yellow colour. Alan’s 
grandson likes White colour. Daniel is a female and of the same generation as of Edward. James sits on the 
immediate left of the granddaughter of Edward’s father. The one, who is the wife of Alan likes Yellow colour. 
Edward’s brother-in-law neither likes Green colour nor blue colour. Edward’s father doesn’t sit immediate 
next to his children. James is facing the centre and is second to the right of Edward. Daniel sits second to the 
left of Alan. No three members seated together can face the same direction.  
 
 
 

Puzzle-41 
Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below: 
 John, Mathew, Shakira, Wasim, David, Serena, Maria and Rafel are going to three destinations, viz London, 
Paris and Sydney, in three vehicles— Duster, Mercedes and Lambhorghini. There are three females among 
them and not more than three persons can sit in a car.  Shakira is the sister of David and is going to Sydney. 
Maria is travelling with her brothers only. John is neither travelling in Mercedes nor he is going to Paris. 
Mathew is travelling with David and may be accompanied with somebody, except John. Serena is not 
travelling with Rafel and she is going to Paris. Wasim is travelling in Duster but neither with David nor with 
Shakira. Those who are travelling in Mercedes are going to London. 
 
 
 

Puzzle-42 
Read the following information carefully and answer the questions given below. 
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Eight friends A, B, C, D, W, X, Y and Z   are meeting after a long time and they are sitting around a rectangular 
table in a restaurant. They likes different colours  viz. Pink, Purple, Green, Red, Yellow, Orange, White and 
Black but not necessarily in same order. 
Three persons are sitting on the each width side and one on each length  side of the table facing the centre. D 
is sitting second to the right of the person who likes Black colour. W is sitting third to the left of the person 
who likes Orange colour. X and Y are sitting opposite to each other. C is sitting diagonally opposite to the 
person who likes White colour. B is sitting opposite to the person who likes pink colour. The person who likes 
red colour is sitting second to the right of the person who likes Yellow colour  and second to the left of A, who 
is not sitting near to the person who likes  White colour. Y is sitting on the length side and to the right of the 
person who likes white colour. The Person who likes yellow colour  and the person who likes red colour  are 
not on the same side of the table. Person who likes red colour  is sitting third to the right of the person who 
likes Black colour, who is not sitting diagonally opposite to the person who likes either  Purple or orange 
colour. 
 
 

Puzzle-43 
Read the following information carefully and answer the questions given below. 
Seven students P, Q, R, S, T, U and V of a same college are going to join different companies viz; Infosys, Igate, 
Cognizant , TCS, Capegemini, Wipro and Syntel but not necessarily in the same order. The companies are 
located in different cities namely Hyderabad, Pune, Bangalore, Chennai, Mumbai, Gurgaon and Noida but not 
in necessarily same order .They join on their companies on different days starting from  Monday to Sunday(of 
the same week) but not necessarily in same order. 
 P  is going to  Hyderabad and will join  either in Infosys or Wipro.The person  who joins on the 
seventh day of the week is going  to Noida and He will join  Syntel. R will not join  Wipro.Q joins on 
Wednesday and He will not join  TCS and Infosys. The person who joins Capegemini joins on thursday and 
neither in Pune nor in Gurgaon.S joins  Cognizant  in chennai except on Monday and Tuesday.R is going to 
Bangalore  and joins company   before S.V does not join on  Thursday. On the second day of the week U  joins 
company  in  Gurgaon. The person who joins  on Friday will not join TCS, Wipro and Infosys. 
 
 
 

Puzzle-44 
Study the following information carefully and answer the given questions. 
Seven friends P, Q, R, S, T, U and V study in Class X in three different sections A, B and C.Not less than two 
friends study in one section.All of them have a different favourite subject –Social Science, Physics, History, 
Mathematics, English, Biology and Chemistry.Each of them has a favourite sport – Cricket, Hockey, Football, 
Basketball, Tennis, Volleyball and Table Tennis. 
(i)T’s favourite subject is Chemistry and plays Table Tennis. 
(ii)Q and V study in the A section. Q’s favourite subject is History.  
(iii)Neither Tennis nor Volleyball is his favourite game.The one whose favourite game is Football favourite 
subject is physics and belongs to Section B only with R. 
(iv)P’s favourite subject is Social Science. He plays Cricket and studies only with U. 
(v)R studies mathematics and V studies Biology.  
(vi)U plays Basketball.The one whose favourite subject is Maths doesn’t play Volleyball. 
 
 
 

Puzzle-45 
Study the following information carefully and answers the questions given below. 

Eight people viz. M, N, O, P, Q, R, S and T are sitting in a straight line facing North. Each one of them has 
passed a recruitment exam and must join the office on different months viz. January, February, March, 
April, May, June, July and August but not necessarily in the same order. 
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         S sits third to the right of the person who joins in May. The person who joins in August sits second to 
the right    of S. M and Q are immediate neighbours of each other. Neither M nor Q is an immediate 
neighbour of S. T sits third to the right of the person whose joining date is in January. Neither M nor Q has 
joining dates in January' .T's joining date is not in August. Only two people sit between Q and the person 
whose joining date is in July. The person whose joining date is in February sits to the immediate left of P. 
Only one person sits between Q and N. O joins on one of the months before July. Q joins after April. S joins 
after M. 

 
 
 

Puzzle-46 
Study the following information carefully and answer the given questions.  
Eight members J, K, L, M, N, O, P and Q are planning for a dinner at the Shree Rathnam restaurant in Noida. 
Among them four are males and four are females. There are three husbands, three wives, two daughters, and 
two sons in the family. Each member of the family orders different types of veg courses i.e. Uthapam, Cheese 
Cutlet, Club Sandwich, Mushroom, Gobhi Manchurian, Ghee Roast Masala, Coconut Paneer and Sahi Paneer. 
They all are sitting around a circular table, facing the centre.  
No male order Club Sandwich. Q orders Gobhi Manchurian and married to the one who order Ghee Roast 
Masala. J is father of L and O, who is a male and orders Ghee Roast Masala. J and K cannot sit adjacent to each 
other. All females sit together. M orders Sahi Paneer and is sitting second to the left of her father. M is 
daughter of L, who is second to the right of her son. The one who order Coconut Paneer is married to the one 
who order Mushroom and neither J nor K orders Mushroom. N orders Club Sandwich and is sitting between 
the one who order Cheese Cutlet and the one who order Coconut Paneer. P is father of K and is sitting 
between two male members. 
 
 
 

Puzzle-47 
Study the following information carefully to answer the given questions 
Seven different tweet are posted on twitter by different celebrities  A, B, C, D, E, F and G . The tweet  are 
posted by the celebrities in a week starting from Monday and ending on Sunday. Some of them are actresses 
and some of them are actors. The number of likes on the seven tweet  are – 500, 50, 40, 160, 80, 40 and 250. 
(i) F tweeted the post on thursday. Two tweet are posted between the tweet which are posted by the 

celebrity F and the celebrity A. On the first day of the week, tweet which get 500 likes is posted by 
the actor . 

(ii) The sum of likes on the tweet of the celebrity G and B is equal to the likes on the tweet of  celebrity D. 
All the actresses should be preceded and succeeded by actors and E is the only actress which cannot be 
succeeded by any one. A is the only actor which is followed by another actor. 
(iii) Only one tweet is posted between the tweet posted by the celebrity E  and D. The number of  likes on 
the tweet  of  the actor which is posted on  Thursday is the perfect square of the number of likes on the tweet  
of the celebrity  which is posted on Saturday. 
(iv)         The tweet which is posted by E is not posted on the day immediately before or immediately after the 
day when the tweet of celebrity F is posted. 
(v)   The tweet which is   posted by C is posted on the day immediately before the day when the tweet  is   
posted by celebrity G. The tweet which is  posted by D is not posted after the tweet which is posted by 
celebrity B. 
 
 
 

Puzzle-48 
Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below: 
Eight family members namely I, J, K, L, M, N, O and P are living in an 8-floor building. Only one person stays on 
one floor. All persons work for different companies i.e. TCS, Wipro, Tata, Amdocs, Deloitte, Infosys, Cap 
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Gemini and Tech Mahindra. And each person has different post in those companies i.e. Vice President, HR, 
Manager, President, Associate, Chief Manager, M.D and Chairman, but not necessarily in the same order. 
L’s maternal aunt does not live on the 8th or first floor. The person who is Manager lives on the fifth floor. L’s 
grandmother is Manager and L’s uncle is Chairman. K is the wife of I and she has only one child. The person 
who is Manager does not work in Amdocs. The person who works in Wipro lives on an even-number floor. 
The person who works in Tata is a brother of I. O is the sister-in-law of I. L’s grandmother has one brother. 
The person who works in TCS lives on the top floor. The person who is Chief Manager lives between K and L’s 
grandmother. O is President and M’s husband’s brother-in-law is HR. M is the mother of I. The person who is 
Chairman  works in Tata and does not stay on the fifth floor. The person who works in Infosys lives on the 
seventh floor. N is the father of J, who is the uncle of L. K’s father-in-law is Vice President and lives on the 
sixth floor. The person who is M.D works in Deloitte and lives on the third floor. The person who is Associate 
lives on the first floor. I’s child and the one who works in Tech Mahindra lives on even-numbered floor. 
 
 
 

Puzzle-49 
Study the following information to answer these questions.  
Seven politician G, H, I, J, K, L and M are engaged in visiting three different states U.P, Bihar and Rajasthan. At 
least two  politician visit each state. Each of the  politician likes different leaders viz; Indira Gandhi, Mahatma 
Gandhi, Jawahar lal Nehru, Rajiv Gandhi, Subhash Chandra Bose, Nelson Mandela and Atal Bihari Vajpayee but 
not necessarily in the same order.  
G visit U.P only with K and likes Jawahar lal Nehru. J likes Atal Bihari Vajpayee and does not visit Bihar state. 
The one who likes Nelson Mandela visits Rajasthan. H and I do not visit in the same state. Those who visit U.P 
do not like Mahatma Gandhi. L likes Indira Gandhi but does not visit Rajasthan. M visits same state as L. I  
likes Subhash Chandra Bose. 
 
 

Puzzle-50 
 
Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below: 
Edward and his family live in a house. There are nine members in the family i.e. Edward, Daniel, Helen, 
Denise, Emily, Alan, James, Henrich and Alfred. Each person likes different colours viz. Brown, Red, Black, 
White, Blue, Violet, Yellow, Green and Purple. The relation of Edward with the members is defined as Father, 
Mother, Brother, Sister, Wife, Daughter, Son, and Brother-in-law but not in the same order. All the family 
members are seated at a circular table, but not necessarily in the same order. Some of them face the centre 
while others face outward. 
Alfred is brother of Edward’s daughter. Edward’s brother is seated on the immediate right of the brother of 
Edward’s sister and the two face the same direction. Alfred’s father likes Red colour. Henrich has a sister. The 
mother of Edward’s son is Emily and sits second to the left of the married son of Edward’s father. Alan’s 
daughter-in-law likes Purple colour. Edward faces outward. Alan is a male. Edaward’s father sits third to the 
right Edward’s daughter. Either Alfred or Henrich sits third to the left of the mother of Helen, but both Alfred 
and Henrich face the same direction. Edward’s brother and sister likes Black and Brown colour respectively. 
James is not father of Henrich. In two generations, the members of the same generation are sitting immediate 
next to each other and face the same direction. Edward’s father does not like Green and Yellow colour. Alan’s 
grandson likes White colour. Daniel is a female and of the same generation as of Edward. James sits on the 
immediate left of the granddaughter of Edward’s father. The one, who is the wife of Alan likes Yellow colour. 
Edward’s brother-in-law neither likes Green colour nor blue colour. Edward’s father doesn’t sit immediate 
next to his children. James is facing the centre and is second to the right of Edward. Daniel sits second to the 
left of Alan. No three members seated together can face the same direction.  
 
 

Puzzle-51 
Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below:  
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Eight friends A, B, C, D, E, G, H and J live on eight different floors of a building but not necessarily in the same 
order. The lowermost floor of the building is numbered 1 and the topmost floor of the building is numbered 8. 
The DOB of each of the persons falls in different months i.e. March, April, May, June, July, August, September 
and October, but not necessarily in the same order. All persons like different types of fruits i.e. Guava, Apple, 
Grapes, Mango, Banana, Pineapple, Litchi and Orange but not necessarily in the same order. 
The one whose DOB is in August does not live on an odd-numbered floor and does not like Apple & Litchi. J 
lives just below the one whose DOB is in October. The one who lives on Third floor likes Guava. The one 
whose DOB is in April lives on an even-numbered floor but not on the topmost floor and likes either Orange 
or Pineapple. Only one person lives between G and the one whose DOB is in July. The one who likes Banana 
lives immediate above the floor in which J lives. E likes Litchi. The one whose DOB is in June lives on an even 
numbered floor and lives just above the person whose DOB is in October. C’s DOB is not in July or October. 
The persons (who likes Apple, Mango, Orange and Grapes) lives on even numbered floor. The one who likes 
Grapes lives below the one who likes Mango. Only two persons live between the one whose DOB is in August 
and the one whose DOB is in March. D’s DOB is not in September. Only two persons live between G and the 
one whose DOB is in April. Neither E nor C lives on the first floor. Only one person lives between C and the 
one whose DOB is in May. A lives just above G. Only two persons live between E and A. The one whose DOB is 
in July does not live on floor number one. A does not like Grapes or Mango. B lives on an even-numbered floor 
and just above C. 
 
 
 

Puzzle-52 
Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below: 

At a recent International award function, five persons A, B, C, D and E participated. Every 
Person observed some languages i.e. English, Portuguese, French, Spanish and Italian, but  
not necessarily in the same order. Each person belongs to some countries viz.- Italy, Japan,  
France, London and Britain.  
The following statements are:  

I. The only common language between C and E is Italian. 
II. A does not belong to Italy or Britain. 
III. Three persons can speak Portuguese. 
IV. The most common language is Spanish. 
V. D belongs to France. B and C speak English. Although when D joined them, they all changed to Spanish, 

the only common language among the three of them. 
VI. C belongs to either London or Italy. 
VII. The one who belongs to London cannot speak only French. 
VIII. The only common language among A, B and E is French. 
IX. The one who belongs to Britain could speak only Italian and French languages. 
X. Each one of the five persons A, B, C, D and E knows either one, two, three, four or five languages    (but 
not in the same order). 
 
 
 

Puzzle-53 
Read the following information carefully and answer the given questions: 
Eight family members Vijendera Thakur, Chinmay Choudhary, Malkhan Pehlwan, Gabbar Pehlwan,  
Hanshal Choudhary, Samsher Pehlwan, Faluka Devi and Nathu Singh are fan of three different  
actors: Salman Khan, John Abraham and Sanjay Dutt. Out of these, two are female and have  
different specializations. Two among all of them are specialists in Shooting, two in Wrestling,  
two are Sarpanch and one each is a Businessman and a Boxer. Gabbar Pehlwan, who is fan of Salman  
khan has specialized in Wrestling and her wife Faluka Devi, a Shooter is fan of Sanjay Dutt. Nathu Singh,  
who is son of wife of Gabbar Pehlwan is a Wrestler. Samsher Pehlwan has same specialization as  
Chinmay Chodhary, a Sarpanch who is the cousin of Nathu Singh and is not a fan of John Abraham.  
Malkhan Pehlwan, Grandfather of Nathu Singh is not a Boxer. The persons who have same specialization  
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are not the fan of same actors. Samsher Pehlwan who is son of Gabbar Pehlwan is a Sarpanch, who  
is fan of John Abraham and Vijendera Thakur who is brother in law of Faluka Devi is Shooter and is fan  
of Salman Khan, and among all family members only two members are there who are fan of Salman  
Khan. Not more than three of them are fan of Sanjay Dutt. No female is Businessman or Boxer.  
Neither Businessman nor Boxer is the fan of Sanjay Dutt. 
 
 
 

Puzzle-54 
Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below:  
Seven specialist doctors M, N, O, P, Q, R and S visit a polyclinic on four days–Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday and 
Saturday–in a week. At least one doctor but not more than two doctors visit the polyclinic on each of these 
days. Each of them is a specialist in different fields–Cardiology, Dermatology, Urology, Pathology, Geriatrics, 
Radiology and Endocrinology.  
 (i) P visits on Friday with Radiologist.  
 (ii) The Urologist does not visit on Saturday nor with Q and S.  
 (iii) The Endocrinologist R visits alone on Tuesday.  
 (iv) N visits on Wednesday and he is not Urologist.  
 (v) O visits on Wednesday. S is not Radiologist.  
 (vi) The Urologisian visits with the Cardiology specialist.  
 (vii) The Pathogist visits on Friday.  
 (viii) M is neither Dermatology nor Radiologist.  
 
 
 

Puzzle-55 
Study the following information given below, answer the following questions.  
Naoki Okumura, Naoto Kan, Nikolai Nikiforov, Nripendra Misra, Nisar Ali Khan and Nicky Morgan are six head 
of the different space agencies viz. –ROSCOSMOS, ISRO, JAXA, SUPARCO, CNSA and ESA but not necessarily in 
the same order. Each agency has launched the different Satellite or missiles, viz. Recovery satellite, 
Reconnaissance satellite, Tactical Ballistic Missile, Theatre Ballistic Missile, Tether Satellite and Research 
Satellite but not necessarily in the same order.  
The head of all agencies are sitting around a circular table facing the Centre. The persons who have given 
their guidance for the launching of Theatre Ballistic Missile, Tactical Ballistic Missile and Tether Satellite are 
neither from ESA nor from ROSCOSMOS.  
The persons who are from SUPARCO and ISRO have given their guidance neither for Theatre Ballistic Missile 
nor for Research Satellite. Naoki Okumura is neither from ESA nor sits on the immediate left of the person 
who has given the guidance for the launching of Reconnaissance satellite. The only person, who is between 
Nisar Ali Khan and Nicky Morgan, has given the guidance for the launching of Recovery satellite. The person 
who is on the left side of the person from ESA has not given the guidance for the launching of Research 
Satellite. Nripendra Misra has given the guidance for the launching of Reconnaissance satellite and is from 
ISRO. He is facing the person who has given the guidance the launching of Recovery satellite.  
One who has given the guidance for the launching of Theatre Ballistic Missile is sitting opposite the person 
from CNSA, while the person from ISRO is on the left of the person who has given the guidance for the 
launching of Tether Satellite.  
One who has given the guidance for the launching of Research Satellite is on the immediate right of the 
person from ESA but on the left of the person who has given the guidance for the launching of Tactical 
Ballistic Missile. Nikolai Nikiforov has not given the guidance for the launching of Tactical Ballistic Missile and 
Nicky Morgan has not given the guidance for the launching of Theatre Ballistic Missile. 
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